The generalized atrophic benign form of junctional epidermolysis bullosa. Experience with four patients in the United States.
We encountered four patients in the United States with the generalized atrophic benign form of junctional epidermolysis bullosa (epidermolysis bullosa atrophicans generalisata mitis, nonlethal junctional epidermolysis bullosa). Prior to the performance of definitive diagnostic studies, each patient had been thought for at least a decade to have either a dystrophic or simplex form of epidermolysis bullosa. Each patient had generalized blisters since birth that healed with atrophy and mild scarring but without milia or contractures. Two of the four patients had experienced laryngeal involvement during childhood. In each patient, correct diagnosis was finally established by either electron microscopic examination or immunofluorescence mapping of skin sections from induced blisters.